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I promise that where you feel
these things are difficult, I will

communion fellowship, have

make them easy, and I will

a hug session afterwards to

bless you and your love

show each one your love.

and your unity mightily. If

This will help to break

you’ll just put forth the effort

(Jesus:) My love cov-

down any walls that have

to try, I will cover you with a

ers a multitude of

developed. It’s humbling,

blanket of love and bless you

but I have said that humility

mightily. (“Have Fun with

is love and love is humility.

Jesus!” ML #3437:77–78)

sins. My desire is that you
would love one another with
more outward signs of affection. Don’t be afraid to give a
brother or sister a hug as you
pass them. Make an effort to
reach out with hugs and signs
of affection with each other as
you go about your daily activities, in your interactions with
each other during the day.
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STRENGTHEN THAT

FOUNDATION
(Jesus:) Taking time to strengthen your spiritual foundation

together doesn’t necessarily mean you have to have a long,
drawn-out meeting. It can be a half-hour of singing songs to Me. It
can be sharing your hearts with one another, sharing lessons and
how the Word has been affecting you. It can also simply be a time
to talk and get to
know each other better. As long as what
you do includes Me, I
will draw nigh to you
as you draw nigh to
Me! (“Have Fun with
Jesus!” ML #3437:47)

EVYE

BEMOREAFFECTIONATE!

When you have a meeting of some kind or have your
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NOTABLEQUOTE:
(Jesus:) Like it or not, you are in a war of the worlds. No matter what
personal choices you might make, this war is raging and will touch all
the inhabitants of the Earth. The Last Days are playing out—it is inevitable. As the passageway narrows, the time quickly approaches when
no neutrals will stand; all must choose to be either for Me or against
Me. Those who are not strong in My Word will fall. (ML #3420:150)
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KEYSPROMISE

Call on the keys turned to swords for strength and
determination to fight the evil ones who would tear
down your health, warp your mind, and
pollute your spirit. The keys of the
Kingdom can ensure total

xn ad
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victory.
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W RDHUNTER
TRIBULATION

HOW TO DO IT: Hidden within the puzzle below are twenty words
taken from the following verses. There is one different word from
each verse, and they are hidden in every direction: backwards,
forwards, up, down, and diagonal—including backwards diagonal!
Match each verse to a word in this puzzle. Can you do it?
Jeremiah 30:7
Ezekiel 38:8
Ezekiel 38:9
Daniel 7:25
Daniel 8:10
Daniel 8:24
Daniel 11:31
Daniel 11:32
Daniel 11:33
Daniel 11:35
Matthew 10:22
Matthew 24:21
Mark 13:19
Luke 21:13
Luke 21:20
Luke 21:22
Acts 2:20
Revelation 12:10
Revelation 12:14
Revelation 13:7
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(Jesus:) One reason the keys were created was to restore
everything to its true and proper state. They begin by leading
you, My children, through the Endtime, through the Great
Tribulation, and through the tests to come, into My Heavenly
Kingdom, and back to the perfection of the world as it will be in
the days to come. (“Issues, Part 16: A strong mind...,” ML #3450:60)
can you do it

Neglect
This

Secret
Garden
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BUT NOW I’M AWARE THAT WITH CERTAIN PEOPLE, AS
SOON AS THEY RUB ME THE WRONG WAY…

LORD, BEFORE THIS I
HADN’T CONSIDERED THAT I HAD
A PROBLEM WITH BITTERNESS.

YOU KNOW I’VE
MENTIONED ABOUT THIS
CAST IRON PAN TO YOU
BEFORE, RAISA…

…ALL THESE MEMORIES POP UP OF OTHER TIMES
THAT THEY RUBBED ME THE WRONG WAY.

CAN YOU SHOW ME A
LITTLE MORE ABOUT THIS AND
HOW TO STOP THAT FROM
HAPPENING?
6
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(Message from Jesus:)

Bitterness
against other
people can be like
a secret garden
in your life.

Maybe you
don’t go to
that secret
garden much.
It’s just a tiny
plot of land
tucked away
from all eyes,
inside a walled
enclosure.

But when you
get your
communication
lines crossed
with someone or
they do or say
something you
don’t agree with…

…and it’s not the
first time,…

…you can be tempted to
slip away to this garden.

It feeds your pride
and lets you nurse
your old wounds in
secret.

There the sickly-sweet smelling
flowers of bitterness grow.

Maybe you just have
a few flowers of
bitterness, but you
carefully tend them
because that rich,
bittersweet scent
makes you feel good
somehow.

The sickly-sweet scent helps you to relive
the old times, the old hurts, and the old
offenses you suffered at the hands of
another. And you in turn nurture these few
bright, sweetly-scented flowers.

blade
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They’re intoxicating in a way. Their allure
is great, because they remind you of
your righteousness…

The times you’re drawn to this secret
garden of evil flowers is when something
happens that isn’t to your liking…

What?
she put me on

tuesday?

…how you were wronged, and how you deserve
to hold on to the memory of past wrongs.

…and rather than praising
Me anyway,

thank You
Jesus...

or acknowledging that
I’m in control,

...You must
have a good
reason...

or going on the attack to pray
positive prayers of strength
and blessing for the one
you’re tempted to criticize…

...so help
jenny with the
scheduling.

…you prefer to slip away.

How could
she?

You let that sick feeling in your
stomach drive you away to this
secret garden in your mind, where
you gently croon over the flowers
of malcontent and bitterness.

8
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T here are ways to fight this.
You wonder how
you could possibly
get rid of this secret
garden, so that you’re
not lured back by these
bitter memories.

I tell you that this garden will die and fade
away if you do not tend it so lovingly.

The flowers
will wilt and
fade into the
ground if you
do not water
them with soft
words of
criticism and
fresh anger
toward that
person.

Right now it’s still small
and unobtrusive, yet
ever so powerful in the
hold it has on your mind.

But you must fight, for
you’ve worn a path to
that secret garden, and
if you do not fight, the
garden will expand and
spread throughout your
mind.

It can draw you to
it at the slightest
provocation,

blade

the slightest
disagreement,

the slightest
misunderstanding.

9

Then what happens is that your words
of bitterness and anger and criticism
eventually spill out when you’re in
fellowship with others, even when
you’re away from your garden.

?

I mean, who’s jenny
to talk?...

!

You’ve gotten so used to nursing those little
sweet flowers, those memories, with words
and thoughts that are not of Me, that the
scent drifts through the rest of your mind,
eventually coming out of your mouth.

You don’t have
to have a garden
of bitterness
in your mind, no
matter how prone
you seem to be
to remembering
and nursing little
grudges that
eat away at you
inside.

Keep
Out!

But there is
hope. You can
fight it.

You can’t just get rid of bitterness
against people by putting on a happy
front, smiling and being all nice when
they are around.

OH, HI
JENNY! HOW’S
IT GOING?

!

OH, ER …
FINE, RAISA.

This doesn’t do the trick, because it doesn’t break the hold,
the spell that your little evil garden has over your mind.
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Kill the flowers of bitterness by refusing to nurture them.
Leave the garden and lock the
gate, and the garden and all
the flowers will disintegrate.

Keep
Out!

You are
wrong…

They only exist because
of your nurturing,
because of your
pride, because of your
self-righteousness
manifested in thinking of
yourself as right and the
other person as wrong.

…you are so, so wrong,
in holding on to this
bitterness, which in turn
opens the door for the
Selvegion to
come in and
destroy you
and others.

The new
weapons will keep
you from taking the
path back to your secret
garden, whenever you
are tempted to go and
nurture the flowers
of bitterness.

blade
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Use the weapon of praise to thank
Me for the times in your life when
everything didn’t go right, because it
drew you closer to Me and showed
your utter need for Me to guide your
life and make you My tool of love.

Use the weapon of prophecy
to hear alternatives from
Me, to hear how to nurture
flowers of tenderness and
love and forgiveness and
sympathy and longsuffering,
flowers of understanding
and tolerance of others’
quirks.

Thank You,
Jesus!

anything
else, Lord?

you mean it’s
over?
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Let those
flowers
intoxicate you
and fill your
life with the
scent of My
Spirit, that
will permeate
your mind
and spill out
your mouth
in words that
engender unity
and love and
acceptance
and
forgiveness.

I’m so
sorry, Jenny.
I love you.

I love you
too, Raisa!

will you
forgive me?

12
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Claim the keys to hold and keep you from that garden,
for I can
overcome your very
nature through the power
of the keys. It’s not
impossible, so rebuke the
thoughts of despair.

Here are a few
personal keys promises that
you can claim for yourself
when you get that sick feeling in
your stomach,…

…and you’re
tempted to go back
to that evil little
garden of old, bitter
memories, to revel in
them and nurture them
some more:

Keep
Out!

T he keys will bind you to the things of My
Spirit, so that you aren’t drawn away to the
evil garden of bitterness.
T he keys will show you what spiritual
weapons to employ in order to defeat bitterness
in your life.

T he keys of Heaven will help you to sow
flowers of tenderness and love and forgiveness
and sympathy and longsuffering, flowers of
understanding and tolerance of others’ quirks.
T he keys can overwrite your old memories so that you
see the book of your past life through My eyes, and so
you can praise Me for every turn your life has taken.
blade
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Which C O M E S First?
(Mama:) I was thinking about it and I was wondering which comes first. Does pride
make you neglect the Word, or does lack of the Word make you proud, let in
pride? I wanted the Lord to explain it.
(Jesus:) Satan
is the embodiment of
pride. He is the
most blatant
example of
pride and its
horrible and
destructive
power. Pride
is at the root
of his sin,
and this pride
grows and
flourishes.

But it cannot grow or be nurtured in the heart of one who
drinks in My Word, who lives My
Word, and who is desirous of
My truth. It cannot flourish nor
overcome one who is so closely
linked with My mind through the
Word.

ART BY ZEB

The Word makes the soil in one’s heart
receptive and fertile ground for the
things of My Spirit, the anointing of My
Spirit, and the gifts that I would give.

Reading the Word makes your heart fertile
ground for humility, the gifts of My Spirit,
and receiving from Me. Whereas, when there
is a lack of the Word, when My children turn
away from Me or neglect Me, then the soil
of their heart becomes fertile ground for
the Enemy to plant his seeds of pride. Pride
then grows, it flourishes, and part of its
power is to cause further rejection of the
truth, further disobedience, and then the
cycle continues.

Keys Promise: Each time you must make a decision—to take the proud road
or the humble one—calling on My keys will help you make the right choice.
14
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Pride is not the stimulus, the
cause. A lack of the Word is
the cause. A lack of the Word
and an alienation from the
life of My Spirit is what opens
the door to extreme pride. Of
course, it is the nature of man
to be proud, and every man,
woman, and child must fight it in
some form or another.

But the Word keeps pride at bay and creates in your
heart a vacuum for all that is good, positive, humble,
and of My Spirit.

It’s when the Word stops flowing, when your heart
chooses to reject the Word—either through bitterness,
rebellion, disobedience or familiarity—that you invite
in pride. Pride then takes over, slowly but surely robbing you of faith and the desire for My truth and Words.
First there is a pulling away from My Spirit, and that
then opens the door for pride to grow. Then the cycle
continues, bringing further disobedience and rejection
of truth, then deeper and more blatant pride, which can
be manifested in so many ways.
(“Woe!” ML #3448:163–167)

xn ad

To Jesus
from You:
Let me please You
throughout this next
year. Let my praises
to You, dear One, be
abundant and constant,
continually flowing into
Your ears. Help me to
have a deep craving,
an insatiable desire to
know what You think,
and the way Your heart
feels. I never want to
feel I’ve had enough of
Your Words. I want to
continually be craving
and desiring more and
more of them.
I always want to
know deep in my heart
and mind how nothing I
am, and how in need of
You I am. I wish to walk
humbly before You,
and to learn humility
from You. Teach me
the humble steps that I
need to take to partake
of Your very nature.
I desire You more
than anything else in
the universe. I’m so in
love with You, darling
of my life. I want this
next year to be filled
with more of You than
I’ve ever known. I want
Your heart’s desires to
be filled. I want to be
everything that I can be
for You, by giving You
my all.
(To Jesus—With Love, Book 3)

Keys Promise:
Claim the keys of
humility, and pride will
not befall you.
15

If You
Love
Jesus,
Don’t
Sing!

Radicals Unlimited

A mighty
Afortress
is
our God...

B

Name: Tom White
Place: Cuba
Time: 1979–1980

T

om White, an American
Christian, had made many
successful drops of
Gospel literature over Cuba,
distributing more than 400,000
pieces. But on May 27, 1979, his
small plane crash-landed on a
Cuban highway, just as he had
finished a night drop. He was
immediately confronted by the
communists, who arrested him and
put him in solitary confinement.

(Story
courtesy of
Voice of the
Martyrs.)
ART BY JEREMY
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Finally the guards took him to a
little room for more questioning.
The captain began the interrogation. “Who do you work for?”
“I work for Jesus.”
“Oh, is that right? And how
much money did Jesus pay you for
making these trips?”
“I took these trips for no pay.
My pay is the love and blessing that
God gives me for obeying Him.”
Most of the captain’s questions
centered around money, the CIA,
and revolution. These were the only
concepts of power that he seemed
to understand.
How can I fight this? This could
go on forever, White asked himself.
Suddenly he had his answer. He
explains:
“The Holy Spirit gave me a
measure of pity and compassion
for this man who was more in
prison than I. I stopped responding
to his questions and stared
directly into his eyes. Oh, God,
help Captain Santos, I prayed.
Break through, Jesus. He has never
felt the warmth of Your love. I
continued to pray in front of him
like this for hours. His questions
came less frequently until he
finally stopped.”
“What are you doing?” he
demanded.

radicals unlimited

“I’m praying for you.”
The captain’s mouth dropped
open. He ran one hand back through
his hair, then rummaged for a
cigarette. This was the first time
White had seen him smoke. The
prisoner continued to sit rigidly as
he was required, looking at Santos
and praying.
The captain looked nervously
around the room, then started
drumming his fingers on the desk.
In the next session White was
surprised to see him wearing
sunglasses. Evidently he didn’t
want White to see his eyes. That’s
all right. God doesn’t need eye
contact. He deals with the heart,
White thought, and continued
praying.
Santos sent for Major Alvarez.
The major was always his last
resort. Alvarez stormed into
the room, red-faced and angry
as usual. “So, you think this is a
game?” he screamed, pounding on
the desk for emphasis. “Now we are
going to send you to see the third
foot of the cat.”
White remembers, “I was thrown
into another room. Following
the wall into the blackness, I
discovered there was no bed
or chair. It was freezing cold.
I couldn’t bear to sit on the

17

floor, nor lean
on the wall. The
only position
that worked was
standing with
just my forehead
touching the wall.
“I don’t know
why I remembered
to sing. But God’s
hand was guiding
me and teaching
me. Psalm 3:3 says,
He is my glory and
the lifter up of
mine head. God was
gracious, merciful,
and loving, asking
only for a chance
to prove Himself
to me.
“I started
singing that great
hymn, ‘A Mighty
Fortress Is Our
God.’ I sang ‘Jesus
Loves Me,’ Bible
choruses, and every Christian
song I could remember. I was no
longer conscious of the cold,
only of Jesus. With eyes closed,
my head barely touching the wall,
I whistled, sang, even imitated a
trumpet blasting out praises to the
Lord.
“Although I didn’t think
through the many Scriptures
which supported it, I had entered
the highest level of warfare
against the enemy—praise. Psalm
22:3 says that God inhabits our
praises. I don’t know how this is
accomplished, but it’s true. The
mighty Deliverer, the Messiah, the
Savior was with me. He held my
shaking body in His arms. I was with
Jesus, no matter what happened.”
A guard opened the little steel
window flap in the door and peered
inside curiously.
“What are you doing?” he
demanded.
“I’m singing about Jesus.”
“Why?”
“Because I love Him,” White
replied happily.
He slammed the flap and left.
White continued singing.
He returned a few minutes later
and opened the window flap again.
18

If you
love jesus,
don’t sing!

“If you love Jesus, don’t sing,” he
ordered, then left. But White loved
Jesus too much to stop singing.
Over the next two days the
guards came to check on him
every three or four hours. The
flap would open and a flashlight
beam would snake across the
floor looking for him. Still White
continued to sing.
At the end of those two days,
he was returned to his former cell
which, though still cold, seemed
warm in comparison. Now convinced
that he was not a super-spy trying
to overthrow their government,
they had started White back up the
treatment ladder.
After three months, Tom
White was moved from solitary
confinement to the main prison
where 7,000 prisoners were kept.
There he met and worshipped with
members of the Cuban church who
were imprisoned for their faith.
An international campaign for
his release helped trim White’s
prison time from his original
25-year sentence, and he was
released in October 27, 1980, after
seventeen months in jail. He now
serves as U.S. Director for The
Voice of the Martyrs.

radicals unlimited

Message from Jesus

P

raise is one of the highest
levels of warfare against
the Enemy, and a powerful
weapon that even the youngest
Christian has access to, any
time, anywhere. My beloved children,
be comforted to know that just
as I kept this man through his
time of trial, so I will keep you
through yours. What’s more, in My
great love for you, I have equipped
you with not just one, but many
spiritual weapons, which when put
to use, make you an unstoppable
force to reckon with for the Enemy.
Just think of all the Word you
have stored in your heart, all the
revolutionary songs, all the
messages from Me—and not
only that, but a fresh channel
to receive strengthening words
from Me on the spot—and count
your blessings.
Pray for My children the
world over who fight against the
Enemy. Many of them persevere in
difficult times with nothing more
than some hymns and a few verses
to strengthen them. You who are
so richly blessed have absolutely
nothing to fear, for you are armed to
the teeth. Know too that through the
spiritual riches I have blessed you with,
you will be a blessing to Christians
and worldlings alike as the days
become ever darker.

radicals unlimited
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KEYS PROMISE BOOKMARK:

(Jesus:) My missionaries are at the top of the list and
receive continual instruction and guidance from Heaven.
They are assigned spirit helpers and protectors to keep them in
each of their locations around the world.
Much goes into the care and protection of My missionary
children around the world. They are My hands and feet to reach
the lost, so I tend to them very lovingly. They cannot see it all and
don’t even know it’s happening, but they are continually watched
over. Their ministry is taken very seriously by My helpers. They
can expect the best of My care.

# (Xerox and cut along this line)

(“Be a Missionary!” ML #3135:171–172)

The keys are your
weapons against
any attacks of the
Enemy on your
outreach. Don’t
hesitate to use them
and defy Satan’s evil
machinations.

KEYSPROMISE:
If you find yourself in a
dangerous or frightening
situation, call on the
keys of deliverance and
protection. Fighting angels
and awesome spirit beings
will be at your service in
an instant, keeping you
from all harm.
20
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PROFESSIONAL
CARICATURE OF A

Damn the System!
The Family is the only
place for me!—Davida
(16), Australia

Keys Promise: The keys of dedication have the
power to keep you on the road of My highest
will for your life.
Keys Promise:To effectively stand strong in My
power and live the life of a revolutionary
disciple, claim the keys of conviction, boldness,
and My direction to guide you, as you walk the
glorious path of My will that is lined with
fulfillment and joys the world only dreams of.

extra

Some people are basketball professionals,
some are baseball professionals, but I am a
professional disciple for Jesus!
—Etienne (12), Conakry, Guinea
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To be a disciple is a constant challenge, yet
it is also a constant reward. Therefore the life
of a disciple is constantly challenging, but at the
same time, constantly thrilling, exciting, fun, and
everything good that could be considered a reward,
because we have the best Boss of all!
—Ester (16), Portugal

To whom shall we go
... the Family is the
only place for me to get
the fresh, invigorating
words of eternal life!
—Priya (19), Australia

In God we trust, we can do no
other!—Maria (19), Australia
22
22

extra

The Parable of the Underage Son
(Told by Jesus)
There was once a man who had two sons.
One day the elder son came to his father and said, “I have come of age, Father, and do not
like to work in the fields. I want adventure. I want to be a doctor. I will go to the city. I feel my
true calling is there.”
His father, though
saddened by his son’s
desire to depart, gave his
blessing and sent his son
off to the city.
After the older
brother’s departure,
the younger son came
to his father and said,
“I too want to go to the
city. I’m not cut out for
manual labor. I want to
be a musician. Let me go
too.”
But his father said,
“Son, you have not come
of age, and I do not wish
for you to leave just yet.
Wait yet a little while and
see if you do not come to enjoy your work in the
fields, and find your calling here. At night you can
practice your instruments, and at parties you can
entertain the guests with song. So, you see, maybe
your calling is here, doing your father’s work.”
But the young son was angry with his father,
and he soon came up with a plan. In the day he
would go out with the laborers to work in the field,
but he would rest amongst the wheat. …

ART BY SABINE

blade
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Then at night he would travel to the city
to pursue his dreams of making music.
Though at first he went to the city with
the purpose of finding his calling, he was
soon distracted by the sights and sounds,
and forgot his music and was pulled into the
many distractions that called him.
For many days he did nothing more than
that, and no one noticed, for the wheat was
tall and the harvest was plenteous, and it kept
the father and laborers busy.
Soon summer was in full swing and
a great heat came over the land. The sun
loomed high in the sky and the harvest would
soon wither if it was not reaped. The father
needed many hands to cut down the wheat
and bring it into the barns.
One day the father found his younger
son resting under the shade of an oak, and he
roused him.

The younger son said, “But, Father, I’m not
made for this work. My hands are musicians’
hands.”
“Maybe so, my son,” his father replied,
“but the fields are white and ready to harvest.
I need laborers. Please won’t you help? If after
the harvest you still feel you want to go to the
city, you can.”
Soon the son was wielding his scythe and
bringing the wheat into the barns. His hands
burned and bled from the work they were not accustomed to.
His mind was weary with boredom. …

24
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But soon he forgot
his worries and began
to think of the fruit of
the harvest. He began
to find great joy in his
work in the fields.
Every day after
that he would go with
the others to the field
and do the work of
plowing and planting
and harvesting. He
soon grew to like it,
and though his hands
at first were soft and
easily torn, soon they
were tough and strong. Even this helped him with his playing of instruments. The strings no
longer hurt his fingers as he moved them deftly, bringing forth more beautiful tunes each day.
One day his father came to him and said, “Son, you are not yet of age, but I will go with
you to prepare a place for you. Do you still wish to go to the city?”
The son thought about it and said, “I have considered the opportunity, but I have decided
to stay. For though I still am not wholly sure that the fields are my calling, I do know that the fields are
calling me. They are white and needing to be harvested. I will stay.”
The father put his arms about his son and said with joy, “I was prepared to sell my land
and move with you to the city, even though the thought did break my heart. I rejoice now that
the fields are saved and you have decided to stay.”
That evening they ate and drank and were merry, and the younger son played many songs
that he had written, well into the night.

I have found my place;
B A Now
There
is a smile on my face.
A
are souls that we
B The fieldsmust
reap,
Let us bring them into our
Father’s keep.
The work is hard, our loads
are heavy,
But our burdens are lifted,
our hearts made merry.
We go forth to the fields,
leaving our dreams behind,
But we return rejoicing,
bringing in the sheaves of
mankind.
Ë

Keys Promise: Nothing you do for yourself will last—use the keys of dedication
to make your work for Me last forever.
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Be Activated!

Minister Activated!
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Live Activated!

Walk
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Talk Activated!
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Boom!

Teach
Activated!

(“Activate the World, Part 8!” ML #3460:26)
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